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FOREWORD
From the Editor
— onstructing, deconstructing, and reconstructing earlier
historical periods on the basis of "modern" assumptions
—
is a sport that every era plays with every other. Whether
John Dryden's assumption that Shakespeare and his playwright
colleagues would have observed neoclassical dramatic norms had they
better understood them, whether Alfred Lord Tennyson's assump
tion that King Arthur's knights would have drunk deep from the well
of Victorian sentiment, or whether the assumption by the producers
of the quasi-historical-biographical FAmElizabeth that Gloriana would
have exulted in her newfound status as a feminist role model,
superimpositions of the present on the past are cheap and easy to
come by. Despite its bad reputation—few have argued that Nahum
Tate is better than Avon's bard—remanufacturing of the past is not
always a bad and is sometimes a salutary thing. Today, for example,
our relentless need for stimulation and variety has, in the disguise of
multiculturalism, drawn attention to a vast array of fascinating texts
that only a quarter century ago would have been dismissed as
"ephemera" and that likewise received only lukewarm receptions and
short shelf lives among eighteenth century audiences—audiences that
lacked our exquisite sensibility for "otherness" or that in any case
believed that the end of time and with it the end of bibliographical
conservation was no more than a few centuries away.
Twenty-first century critical attitudes, and with them our own
reconstruction of the past, are often characterized by runaway
expectations. Despite the gains made over the last few decades in the
breadth of long-eighteenth-century research and curricula, the
ideology of "inclusiveness" brings with it a hidden temptation to
organize people into groups and then to expect individuals within
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specified groups to act in predictable ways. It is but a short step from
identifying and commenting upon black authors such as Phyllis
Wheatley or Olaudah Equiano to reifying "eighteenth-century black
literature" and then finally to presupposing that black authors share
at least some fundamental values, experiences, opinions, or attitudes.
Some degree of precursory classification is of course always necessary;
not everyone in early-modern north America shared the same views,
yet the category "colonial American literature" continues to evidence
heuristic value, if only as a way of organizing syllabi. The popularity
today of group-based approaches to literature—Caribbean literature,
women's literature, literature of the indigenous—has encouraged
overgeneralizing and downplayed specificity, with the result that it
seems surprising, even worthy of an academic conference paper, when
some member of any identifiable group holds heterodox opinions.
One awkward result of these scholarly habits is a double classification
system in which, say. Lady Margaret Cavendish is granted status as a
"woman writer" in virtue of her gender but remains well outside the
pale of "women's literature" in its more strained ideological sense.
The essays in volume 9 of 1650-1850 address the challenge of
dismantling hidden modern expectations and maintaining a clear view
of the variety and singularity that diversified the long eighteenth
century. The first three essays in this volume could be described as
a triptych of the unexpected, as studies in the disruption of conve
nient but untested categories. Kathryn King opens the ensemble with
an analysis of war and its representations among women poets, at
once raising the general question of the function of violence and
military matters in refined Augustan verse and also debunking facile
notions about pacifism and the female voice. Written on the brink
of the recent Iraq conflict. King's essay reminds us of the persuasive
potential of propaganda while it also shows how war, its advocates,
its opponents, and its rhetoric form a complex system in which
ideological alignments are seldom so consistent as anticipated. Susan
Sommers challenges another deeply ingrained set of expectations by
spotlighting contradictions in assumptions about eighteenth-century
Freemasons. Like most religious or occult groups, eighteenth-century
Freemasons find few sympathizers within the modern academy,
where persons with a presumed preference for revelation over reason
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or with conunitments to exclusivist congregations are held in minimal
esteem. Sommers points out that eighteenth-century Freemasonry
wavered between two conflicting imperatives: on the one hand, it
treasured its mystical arcana and encouraged dabbling in occult arts;
on the other hand, early modern Fremasonry sought to provide a
friendly environment for the exponents of rationalism who articu
lated the ideals of the early American republic and who nurtured
early science. Karen Swallow Prior offers the third essay, a study of
the integral position of Hannah More in the tradition of didactical
prose fiction. Contemporary prejudice would anticipate that a female
didactical writer from the later eighteenth century would hold
progressive views similar to those of Mary Wollstonecraft or Mary
Shelley. Prior's study reveals a much more multiplexed More. A
committed evangelical who at once resisted the lure of modernity and
yet who also resisted the otherworldliness of revivalist preachers.
More insisted on the importance of worldly success and argues for the
integrity of didactical prose to the project of reformation.
A second selection of essays responds to expectations about the
Enlightenment as a collective phenomenon. Whether or not
"Enlightenment" is a suitable term for "the long eighteenth century,"
imagery of sun, light, and warmth has long served as the emblem of
the period and has become a favorite among agents of scholarly
dissemination such as museum curators and exhibition designers.
Whether experienced in a phrase like Donald Greene's "Age of
Enthusiasm" or in viewing a traveling exhibition like The Sun King,
the expectation for the long eighteenth century is that it is collec
tively committed to light and heat, whether intellectual luminosity,
brilliant Ughtning captured in glowing Leiden jars, or broad boule
vards and open piazzas under cloudless skies. Well-known critic and
assthetician Jiirgen Klein challenges these expectations in his icebreaking "/Esthetics of Coldness," a multimedia study and survey of
cold themes, cold environments, and cold contexts throughout the
long eighteenth century, whether in Mary Shelley's prose or in
Caspar David Friedrich's paintings. Klein's cryonic critique is
complemented by Michael Karounos's innovative explorations of "the
dynamic erotic," of the point at which art, eroticism, and entropy
coincide, where testhetic experience involves some kind of loss.
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whether a drain on the passions or the vicarious experience of tragic
dissipation, and where loss itself is an adequate focus for sesthetic
representations. Klein's interest in the temperature of literary
experience and Karounos's interest in the entropic aspects of excitable
art converge in Sandra Sherman's delightful discussion of hot
beverages, commodity importation, and sexual impotence. Sherman
unveils a world of blended social, culinary, mercantile, and cultural
transactions in which heat, sex, cash, commerce, and xenophobia
combine in a complex discourse, in which traditionalist appreciations
of the jolly old eighteenth century acquire a sharp resolution and a
lively tang when boiled through Sherman's critical percolator.
Sherman's gustatory expression of the uniquely Augustan mix of
capital, conversation, and occasionally coition leads into a third set of
essays, each of which explore what might be called "oral competence"
in respect of the easygoing chattiness expected from masters of
conversation like Addison, Steele, Fielding, and Burney. Alice
Mathews looks at the oral behavior of the most undervalued character
in long-eighteenth-century literature. Eve in Milton's Paradise Lost.
A woman responsible for the fall of man as imagined by a superannu
ated Puritan, Eve needs all the rhetorical help she can get. For
Mathews, Eve's fluctuating use of alternative conversational traditions
allows her to negotiate the uncomfortable social, rhetorical, and
theological space into which sin, history, and assorted male commen
tators have relegated her. Nicholas Hudson continues excavating the
foundations of Augustan loquacity by probing the early-modern
obsession with the alphabet, that sometimes mystical, sometimes
technical, sometimes signifying, and sometimes encrypting repository
of all possible speech. Hudson shows how a period that seemed to
pride itself on the stabilizing of discourse through the rules of classical
rhetoric in fact wavered between the oral equivalent of alphabet soup
and the philosophical equivalent of hermetical skywriting. The
search for the substrata of volubility continues in Chester Chapin's
study of SamuelJohnson, education, and social class. Chapin exposes
the conflicts in eighteenth-century assumptions about the metamor
phosis of raw youths into articulate gentlemen. Similar issues are
addressed by Chantal Lavoie, whose essay examines the filtering,
validating, and authorizing of refined female speech in poetry
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anthologies. The theme of "oral competence" takes an unexpected
step up in pitch in Katherine Arens's discussion of eighteenth-century
castrati, both in their own time and as reconstructed in writings,
films, and even CDs and DVDs aimed at later audiences not alto
gether pleased with Enlightenment methods for improving soprano
performance. Arens's ascent of the high end of eighteenth-century
scholarship leaves little doubt that long-eighteenth-century scholar
ship is all the better for those voices that nowadays advocate its
reassembly in new and suggestive forms.
1650-7550 has made a poHcy of developing and publishing special
features addressing novel, compelling, or timely topics in longeighteenth-century scholarship. This issue concludes with a special
feature, guest-edited by Janet Aikins, on the achievement of T. C.
Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel, the groundbreaking scholars,
editors, and biographers of Samuel Richardson. Since his discovery
by an armada of feminists, new historicists, and even a few main
stream prose fiction enthusiasts, whirlwinds of textual and interpre
tive criticism have swirled around Richardson, the sum of which has
obscured our view of this "lost generation" of Richardson scholarship.
This obscuration is further intensified by the contemporaneity of the
Eaves-Kimpel team with the pioneering projects of Ian Watt or
Harrison Steeves or Dorothy Van Ghent, whose comprehensive
projects covered the rise of the novel but could only devote part-time
efforts to any one author. Guest editor Janet Aikins redresses this
historical wrong and embarks on a new and exciting direction in
Richardson scholarship (as well as in scholarship on the history of
scholarship itself by offering a star-studded constellation of essays on
two underappreciated scholars who quietly revolutionized the study
of English prose fiction, who are more responsible than any other
critics for catapulting the prolific pen-father of Pamela, Clarissa, and
even Sir Charles Grandison into literary fame.
Sums are always important, but sums always begin with parts.
Both focused and multifarious, the essays in this volume of 1650-1850
offer a kaleidoscopic rendering of the long eighteenth century in
which specialized segments of "early modern culture" interactively
reflect and prismatically refract one another, in which the depth if
not the sum of parts outdoes even while it equals the whole. If the
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work of the authors in this volume is any indication, we may expect
the continuation of expectation-breaking in long-eighteenth-century
scholarship to continue long into the future.

^ Postscript ^
With this volume of 1650-1850, Professor Anna Battigelli concludes
her tenure as Book Review Editor. Under Professor Battigelli's
leadership, the review section of this publication has grown, diversi
fied, and drawn laudatory international admiration. 1650-1850
thanks Professor Battigelli for her gracious and generous years of
service and celebrates her formidable accomplishments. Professor
Battigelli will be succeeded as Book Review Editor in volume 10 by
Professor Scott Paul Gordon of Lehigh University. 1650-1850
welcomes Professor Gordon and, along with all our readers, looks
forward to his contributions in coming years.
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